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What's New in the?
The use of webCDcreator is facilitated through a web-application. Compiling of the contents of the CD is done through the GUI and executed on the server. The webCDcreator is just a front-end. The server-side program uses a database to store the structure of the CD and the contents of the CD. On demand, the CD can be extracted to a hard-drive and can be used offline. The
program contains an administrative-interface, that allows creation, editing and maintenance of the structure of the CD and the contents of the CD. Features: Compilation of the CD and the GUI: Can be run on many platforms at once The user can manage multiple compilations at the same time Can create and edit the structure of the CD Can create and edit the contents of the CD
Can create and edit audio- and image-files of the CD Can write the structure of the CD to the server in XML-format Extraction of the CD to the hard-drive: Allows extraction of the CD to the hard-drive Allows the extraction of the contents of the CD to the hard-drive This ensures that the user has access to the CD Extract CD to computer: Allows the extraction of the contents of
the CD to the computer Allows the extraction of the entire CD to the computer The CD can be copied to a computer without extraction of the contents of the CD Supported file formats: MPEG-audio MPEG-video JPEG BMP GIF TIFF Supported audio formats: MP3 WAV MP4 AAC AAC-HE Supported image formats: JPG PNG TIFF History: webCDcreator is still in active
development. The GUI can still be improved. Supported platforms: webCDcreator can be run on Windows 98, 2000, XP, Vista, and Windows 7. webCDcreator is currently in beta stage. The program still has a lot of development to go. Testing: The testing of webCDcreator can be done as follows: To download the application, use To extract the application: unzip the files
webcdcreator-0.8.zip to the folder webcdcreator-0.8 To compile the application: java -jar webcdcreator.jar To run the application: java -jar webcdcreator.jar To view help: java -jar webcdcreator.jar -h To extract a CD to your computer: java -jar webcdcreator.jar -e To extract the contents of a
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System Requirements For WebCDcreator:
OS: Windows XP SP2 or higher Processor: Intel Pentium 4 1.5Ghz Memory: 1 GB RAM For best performance and most accurate graphics on the following games, we recommend: Price and Features: Pricing & Ordering: Classic Racer II is available from our online store and can be ordered online via credit card. Please use the 'Add to Cart' button on the right.In the art of dressing
hair it is sometimes desirable to provide special hair accessories which can be utilized separately from
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